Great
choice
!

QBIKE
QBike is an innovative
system for the automatic
washing of any type
of bicycle. In a few
minutes, this patented
and perfect Italian
machine will carefully
wash your bike

The ideal
washing
station...

Promotional Information

W

ashing your bike is not always
that simple. Very often this important job tends to be neglected because there is not enough time
or space. Poor bike maintenance over time
may lead to deterioration of the mechanical parts and poor performance overall.
There is now a great new product on
the market, the QBike Washing Station,
the automatic bike washing machine, or
the QBike Service Station.
The first is a machine conceived with a
system that automatically washes your bike with water and ecological detergent. It
was developed for very simple installation
and use as if it were a “domestic washing
machine”.
The QBike Washing Station consists of a
swing washing arm (developed and patented) which sprays detergent at angles and
pressures which do not damage any bike
components at all. The Eco system reduces
the consumption of water and detergent.
The machine comes with a welded stainless steel frame which includes the water
collection tub and cover complete with cabin. All the panels can be removed so
that the internal
tub and various
pumps can be reached easily for
maintenance.
All the electrical
apparatus is contained in an electrical
cabin incorporated
into the structure.
At the front we find
the user interface
panel with which
the washing program can be selected and set. The panel is available with a
multi-language function and has dedicated software which commands and con-

Top photo, the QBike Washing Station that, at the front, presents the user interface
panel with which the washing program can be selected. Right, the maintenance bench

trols all the various washing
phases. As an option, the
company can supply a programmable token dispenser,
a setup for use outdoors and
an anti-slip platform of dimensions 2,300 by 800 millimetres for collecting water.
The maintenance bench instead can be used for drying
or more detailed maintenance of your bike. It is an
excellent feature to add to
the QBike Washing Station as you can carefully dry and lubricate the mechanical
parts after washing.

The bench has spaces for a convenient
drawer where tools can be kept. An optional feature is the stainless steel wash
troughs with fitting for connecting water
and the pumping out system. Then there
is a series of specific products such as “Eco
soap”, greases, lubricants and cleaning
cloths for bike care and cleaning. The
company will be present at the Eurobike
fair with a stand in pavilion A1 place 115.
The machine is already in operation at
Hotel Santoni Freestyle at Torbole
(www.hotelsantoni.com) and the Garda Bike Residence (www.gardabikeresidence.it).
www.qbike.it

